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Introduction
Empirical data from long-term monitoring is essential for gaining better
knowledge about the factors affecting outbreaks. In this poster we examine
patterns related to the following questions with different types of forest
health data:
* How do forest site types differ in pine sawfly damage probability?
* How do climatic factors affect pine sawfly damage probability?

Annual variation in the estimated probabilities of pine sawfly outbreak
starting (HB-analysis; ICP-data) was very high:

Methods
Forest health monitoring data from ICP Forests level 1 and national forest
inventories (NFI) in Finland were used to examine hypotheses about the
risks of pine sawfly damage in relation to environmental factors.
Specifically, we tested hypotheses and quantified patterns of pine sawfly
outbreak occurrence related to site fertility, winter minimum temperatures,
and precipitation anomalies.
We used both frequentist and a hierarchical Bayesian (HB) framework in
modeling the outbreaks as presence or absence of damage. With the
frequentist approach a moderate incidence (at least 33 % of pines infested
by sawflies) was selected as the cutpoint between outbreak and nonoutbreak years. The logic behind the HB analysis is shown below:

The estimated probability of pine sawfly outbreak starting was about fourfold after (5 years lag) a negative precipitation anomaly (= drought) than
after a corresponding positive anomaly:

Data, observed

We simplified the dynamic process into
a two-stage random walk:
outbreak or no outbreak.
Data is binomial: k pines out of n are damaged,
with a low probability when there is no
outbreak and a higher probability when there is
an outbreak.

Binomial process

Presence of outbreak

Results

Conclusions

The overall level of pine sawfly damage was rather low. On mineral soils the
probability of pine sawfly damage increases several-fold with decreasing site
fertility; pine sawfly damage incidence is relatively high also on pine bogs.

• NFI and ICP-data revealed clear site-type and climate related patterns in
pine sawfly outbreaks (consistent with ’conventional’ ecological
knowledge)
• A simple HB model applied to long-term monitoring (ICP) data was able
to produce useful quantitative parameter estimates, providing tools for
vulnerability assesment
• Cold winters (minimum winter temperatures below -35oC) limited the
occurrence of pine sawfly outbreaks in eastern and northern Finland
(results not shown here)
• The pattern related to precipitation anomaly (5 years lag) was quite
modest compared to the high interannual variation in the probabilies of
pine sawfly outbreaks starting
• As the pine sawfly outbreaks are relatively rare at the stand level,
continuing long-term monitoring is necessary for gaining a better
understanding about the climatic effects on pine sawfly dynamics.

The HB-analysis of pine sawfly
outbreak starting probabilities
(ICP-data) revealed similar
Patterns with respect to forest
site types (right):
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